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Reasons for Software Effort Estimation Error:
Impact of Respondent Role, Information
Collection Approach, and Data Analysis Method
Magne Jørgensen and Kjetil Moløkken-Østvold
Abstract—This study aims to improve analyses of why errors occur in software effort estimation. Within one software development
company, we collected information about estimation errors through: 1) interviews with employees in different roles who are responsible
for estimation, 2) estimation experience reports from 68 completed projects, and 3) statistical analysis of relations between
characteristics of the 68 completed projects and estimation error. We found that the role of the respondents, the data collection
approach, and the type of analysis had an important impact on the reasons given for estimation error. We found, for example, a strong
tendency to perceive factors outside the respondents’ own control as important reasons for inaccurate estimates. Reasons given for
accurate estimates, on the other hand, typically cited factors that were within the respondents’ own control and were determined by the
estimators’ skill or experience. This bias in types of reason means that the collection only of project managers’ viewpoints will not yield
balanced models of reasons for estimation error. Unfortunately, previous studies on reasons for estimation error have tended to collect
information from project managers only. We recommend that software companies combine estimation error information from in-depth
interviews with stakeholders in all relevant roles, estimation experience reports, and results from statistical analyses of project
characteristics.
Index Terms—Cost estimation, review and evaluation, performance evaluation.
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I

INTRODUCTION
N [1],

we found, through a review of surveys on software
estimation, that the average effort overrun of software
projects seems to be in the range 30 to 40 percent,1 i.e., the
average estimation error of software projects is high. In
order to reduce the estimation errors, we need to have
means of understanding why estimation errors occur.
Important questions for that purpose are: Should the
software organization base their collection of error information on interviews, project reviews, or statistical analyses of
project characteristics? What is the relation between the
types of reasons for error provided and the data collection
approach? Previous studies on reasons for estimation error
(see Section 2) have been based mainly on questionnaires to
project managers and statistical analysis of project characteristics. Does this bias our understanding of why
estimation errors occur? This paper aims at answering
these questions and is based on a study conducted within
one medium-large (about 100 employees) Norwegian software development organization. Our goal is to identify how
different roles, information collection approaches, and
1. We are aware of the study by Standish Group which reports an
average 189 percent overrun. That study, however, seems to have
methodological weaknesses. See our discussion in “How large are software
cost overruns? Critical comments on the Standish Group’s CHAOS Reports”
(preliminary version can be downloaded from http://www.simula.no/
publication_one.php?publication_id=711).

analysis techniques may supplement each other and lead
to better, and more comprehensive models of why estimation errors occur, i.e., our focus is not the identification of
the most important reasons given for estimation error in the
studied organization, but the processes by which a better
understanding of why estimation errors occur may be
gained.
The main reason for our focus on the process of understanding why estimation errors occur, rather than on the
estimation errors themselves, is that we believe that
companies should attempt to understand why estimation
errors occur in their own particular context, and that it may
be difficult to learn much from general studies on
estimation errors in other companies. For example, assume
that we ask project managers A, B, and C in three
companies about the most important reason for estimation
errors. Project managers A and B cite “overlooked tasks”
and project manager C “immature users” as the most
important reasons. To conclude from this, finding that
“overlooked tasks” is more important than “immature
users” may not be a very useful conclusion for companies
similar to the company of project manager C.
This leads to the research questions of our study:
.
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Are there differences in the reported types of reasons
for estimation error which are dependent on the
organizational role of the respondent, e.g., whether
the respondent is a project manager or a general
manager?
Are there differences in the reported types of reasons
for estimation error which are dependent on the
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information collection method, e.g., whether interviews or project experience reports are used?
. Are there differences in the reported types of reasons
for estimation error which are dependent on the
analysis method, i.e., whether applying a qualitative
analysis of project experience reports or a quantitative (statistical regression) analysis of the same
project data?
The remaining part of the paper tries to answer these
questions and is organized as follows: Section 2 describes
previous work related to the research questions. Section 3
describes the design of the study, including limitations and
challenges. Section 4 reports and discusses the results of the
study. Section 5 concludes and describes further work.

2

RELATED WORK

Most published studies on reasons for software development estimation errors are based on questionnaires. The
design and results of these questionnaire-based studies are
briefly described in Table 1. In addition, a few studies on
estimation errors have been based on statistical analyses.
Table 2 summarizes those studies.
There are clear similarities in the results in the studies in
Table 1. Most studies seem to focus on immediate (direct)
reasons for estimation error and reasons related to the
clients and users, e.g., “frequent changes,” “frequent
requests for changes by users,” “changing requirements
and specifications,” and “requirement change/addition/
deletion.” The studies in Table 1 have a predominance of
project managers as respondents, and simple questionnaires as the approach to data collection. This predominance of project managers as respondents may have caused
the focus on factors outside the project managers’ own
control when providing reasons for estimation errors. None
of the estimation error reason questionnaires stimulated to
the provision of comprehensive reasoning models. The
emphasis of direct reasons is, however, not mainly due to
the predefined reasons of the questionnaires since most of
the predefined reasons were indirect, i.e., reasons not
directly connected to estimation error.
The statistical analysis-based results described in Table 2
are different from the questionnaire-based reasons found in
Table 1. The difference in reasons is probably not only a
result of difference in the variables collected and analyzed,
but may also have been caused by differences in the method
of analysis. For example, while the statistical analyses
suggest that the size of the project is an important indicator
of estimation error, the interviews, estimation experience
reports, and questionnaires did not mention size of project
as a factor affecting estimation error. This may mean that
there are relationships that are easier to examine through
statistical analysis than through “on the job” experience. In
other words, the studies in Tables 1 and 2 suggest that
experience-based reasons and associations found through
statistical analyses supplement, rather than replace, each
other.
Table 3 summarizes findings from two interesting
studies on reasons for estimation error in manufacturing
and construction projects.
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These two studies demonstrate, perhaps even more
clearly than the software studies, the importance of the
respondents’ role when providing reasons for errors and
failures. This finding is supported by Tan and Lipe [10].
They found, in a business management context, that low
estimation accuracy was explained as due to uncontrollable
external factors.

3

DESIGN

OF

STUDY

The studies reported in Section 2 were not designed for the
purpose of investigating differences in types of reasons for
estimation error dependent on the respondents’ role,
information collection method, and analysis technique.
The studies have, for example, not separated estimation
error reasons reported by project managers from those
reported by software developers or organizational managers. They have not analyzed how different data collection
methods may lead to an emphasis on different estimation
error reasons within the same organization. This section
describes a study better designed for this purpose.

3.1 Types of Reasons
What does it mean to believe that an event or characteristic,
e.g., a major unexpected change in requirements during
project execution, is a reason for effort overruns in software
projects? The answer to this question is not trivial. Potential
interpretations of something (X) being a reason for effort
overruns are, for example:
.

There is a direct causal link between X and the
overrun, i.e., X is a direct reason for overrun.
. X leads to events that, in turn, lead to overruns, i.e.,
X is an indirect reason for overruns. If the events
leading to overrun started with X, we may call X the
root reason or the trigger reason.
. The events actually leading to overrun would have
been harmless if X had not been present, i.e., X is an
important contributory reason, or necessary condition
for the overruns.
. The overrun increases when X is present, i.e., X is a
deterministic reason.
. The presence of X increases the probability of
overrun, i.e., X is a probabilistic reason.
. Mainly the large overruns were caused by X, i.e., X is
mainly a large overruns reason.
. The main contributor to high average overrun is X, i.e.,
X is an average-overruns reason.
More discussions on types, definitions, and interpretations of reasoning models can be found in [11].
For the purpose of this study, we decided to focus on
direct reasons, indirect reasons, and contributory reasons.
Our interpretation of these types of reasons is illustrated
below:
.

Direct reason. A reason is categorized as a direct
reason if the estimation error is explained by an
immediate reason for estimation error. For example,
“unexpected problems with the testing tool” is a
reason that may immediately lead to estimation
error.
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TABLE 1
Questionnaire-Based Studies on Reasons for Software Estimation Error

2. It is unclear how to interpret “unrealistic overoptimism” as a reason for estimation overruns. To some extent, “unrealistic overoptimism” is the same
thing as “effort overrun.”
3. www.standishgroup.com/sample_research/chaos_1994_1.php. There are commercially available updates of the 1994 report available.

.

Indirect reason. A reason is categorized as an indirect
reason if the estimation error is explained by reasons
not directly connected to estimation error. For
example, “lack of project manager culture” may
lead to “insufficient effort on project planning,”
which in turn may lead to “overlooked tasks” and
estimation error. “Lack of project manager culture”
and “insufficient effort on project planning” are both
indirect reasons of different distance to the direct

.

reason “overlooked tasks.” This category also covers
more complex mental models of reasons, such as
multiple reasons with joint effect on estimation
error.
Contributory reasons. A reason is categorized as a
contributory reason if the reason is better described
as a necessary condition of estimation error than a
direct or indirect reason. For example, assume that
“overlooked tasks” is considered to be the direct
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TABLE 2
Statistical Analyses of Factors Associated with Estimation Error

reason of estimation overrun in a project. A
contributory reason of the estimation overrun could
then be “lack of estimation checklists,” i.e., “overlooked tasks” could have been prevented by better
estimation checklists.
We focus on these three categories of reason because the
categories enable a separation between simple, complex,
and condition-dependent types of reasoning models. We
believe that there may be important relationships to be
identified based on these categories. For example, Brickman
et al. [12] found when studying car accidents, that the
involved drivers dominantly reported direct reasons, while
external observers reported more indirect reasons.

3.2 Data Collection
Company: The company that provided the data is a
medium-large (about 100 employees) Norwegian software
development company that produces Web-portals,
e-commerce solutions and content management systems
for their clients. The main work process is based on the
waterfall development model and contains six phases:
strategy and concept, specification, development, test,
implementation, and evaluation. There was some use of

evolutionary-incremental development models. Most projects were “multidisciplinary,” i.e., they involved professionals in the role of “graphic designer,” “user interaction
designer,” “project manager,” and “software developer.”
The company had not implemented a formal estimation
process and the actual estimation processes, consequently,
varied within the organization. The dominant estimation
approach was bottom-up, i.e., work breakdown structurebased. Usually, the project manager was responsible for the
project’s estimate. Most projects were small and there were
many different clients, whose experience level regarding
software projects varied from those who requested their
first Web system to companies that had based their daily
operations on software systems for many years. Most of the
estimates were completed as part of the project planning or
bidding process.
The main organizational roles typically involved in the
estimation of effort were 1) general managers with responsibility for the bidding and contracting processes, 2) project
managers with responsibility for the project’s total effort
estimates, and 3) software developers with responsibilities
for the effort estimation of design, programming, and
testing activities of the project. In some cases, e.g., when the
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TABLE 3
Two Manufacturing and Construction Projects

projects were small, software developers could be responsible for the effort estimates of the whole project. For larger
projects, the project leader would typically arrange a
meeting with experienced software developers and derive
an effort estimate of the project through group estimation.

3.2.1 Limitations Related to Selection of Company and
Size of Projects
The studied company had mainly small projects, informal
estimation and development processes, and, dominantly,
immature clients. This means that other types of company
may give different reasons for estimation error. The types of
reason provided and the impact from data collection and
analysis approach to the types of reason may, however, be
more robust toward size of projects, formality of processes,
and maturity of clients. For example, the reasons for
estimation error may be different for small projects and
large projects. The impact of the role of the respondent on
the type of reasons provided, on the other hand, is, as far as
we have observed from discussion with managers of
projects of different sizes, much less impacted by the size
of the project.
3.2.2 Data Collection Approaches
To examine the impact of the role of respondent, data
collection approach, and analysis technique, we decided to
collect reasons for estimation error based on three

approaches in the same organization, i.e., 1) through
general interviews with eight employees responsible for
the estimates, 2) through 68 project estimation experience
reports, and 3) through statistical analysis of associations
between project characteristics and estimation error of the
same 68 projects as in 2). None of the interviewed
employees provided project experience reports. The 68 project experience reports were completed by 29 different
employees in the roles of project manager or developer. The
data collection lasted about one year.

3.2.3 Limitations of the Data Collection
The interviews and the projects do not describe exactly the
same estimation situations because they were collected at
different times and because we excluded projects with
planned duration of more than four months from the
logging. Both limitations were the result of practical
concerns. The permission to log information about projects
came as a result of the analysis of the interviews. We
initially intended that the logging would not last more than
a few months. Projects longer than four months would
consequently be difficult to complete within our study.
There were, however, no large changes in estimation or
development process in the period between the interviews
and the project logging, and the company had very few
large projects. Nevertheless, the limitation may have had an
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impact on the difference in the reasons for estimation error
provided in the interviews, and in the project data. We do
not believe, however, that this limitation has an important
impact on how estimation error reasons are described, i.e.,
what types of reasons people give to explain estimation
errors. As stated earlier, our goal is not to examine the
reasons for estimation errors in the studied company, but to
analyze the impact of the role, the data collection approach,
and the analysis approach on the types of error reasons
given.

3.2.4 Interviews
One of the authors of this paper interviewed the following
eight management personnel responsible for estimates:
.
.

The manager of the technical personnel (M-Tech).
The manager of the human-computer-interaction
personnel (M-HCI).
. The manager of the graphic design personnel
(M-Graph).
. The most senior project manager (PM-Sen). This
project manager was frequently used to review other
project managers’ estimates.
. Two project managers with technical background
(PM-Tech1 and PM-Tech2).
. A project manager with human computer interaction
background (PM-HCI).
. A project manager with graphic design background
(PM-Graph).
Following an introduction about the purpose of the
interview and general questions about the estimation
process, we asked the above-mentioned personnel to give
reasons for both accurate and inaccurate effort estimates.
No predefined categories of reason or templates for the
answers were used. We instructed the interviewed employees to base their reasons on experience from a large set of
projects, and not, for example, one or two projects with
especially large overruns. Each interview lasted 1-2 hours.
The interviews were meant to be the organization’s first
step towards the improvement of the estimation process.
However, due to reorganizations and other unexpected
events, the planned estimation improvement work was
never continued.

3.2.5 Experience Reports and Statistical Analysis of
Project Characteristics
Over a period of approximately a year, we collected
information about projects with an estimated effort of less
than approximately four calendar months, i.e., we
excluded the largest projects. In total, information about
68 projects was collected. The effort used in these projects
(or tasks) varied from four work-hours to 1,683 workhours, with a median of 45 work-hours. All these 68
projects provided “estimation experience reports,” where
reasons for accurate or inaccurate estimates were provided, together with other information about the project.
The chief project manager of the company was in charge
of data collection. He asked the estimators to complete
one questionnaire just after completing the project
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planning and another one after the project was completed. The completion of the questionnaires was supported by a spreadsheet-based tool that guided the project
manager through a number of questions.
The information collected before a project started was as
follows (with predefined categories):
.

Company role of the estimator (Project manager,
developer).
. Brief description of the project (Free text).
. The estimators’ assessment of the complexity of the
project (Easy, medium, complex).
. Type of contract (Payment per hour, fixed price).
. The estimators’ assessment of how important the
project is for the client (Low/medium importance,
high importance, critical).
. The priority that the client assigns to the project
(Cost, quality, or time-of-delivery).
. The estimators’ self-assessed level of knowledge
about how to perform the project (Know something
about how to solve the task, know a great deal about
how to solve the task).
. The estimators’ planned participation in the completion of the project (0, 1-50, 51-100 percent of the work
planned to be completed by the estimator him/
herself).
. The estimators’ perception of his typical accuracy
when estimating similar projects (accuracy categories from “less than 10 percent” to “more than
100 percent”).
. The estimated effort in work hours. (We found that
the estimators had slightly different interpretations
of “estimated effort.” In most projects, however,
“estimated effort” seemed to be interpreted as
“planned effort,” i.e., “most likely effort” added a
contingency buffer. All remaining project activities
were included in the estimate, e.g., project administration, design, programming, and test.)
After the project was completed the estimators provided
an estimation experience report in terms of:
.
.
.

The actual effort in work hours.
Comments on the actual use of effort.
Descriptions of unexpected problems during the
execution of the project.
. Reasons for high or low estimation accuracy.
All project characteristics were included in the statistical
analyses of estimation error. The estimation experience
report was based on all information collected immediately
after the completion of the project, in particular, the
responses when we asked for “reasons for high or low
estimation accuracy.”

3.3 Measures
We apply two common measures of estimation error in this
study. One measure is of the mean magnitude of relative
error (mean MRE) and the other is of the mean relative error
(mean RE). The mean relative error shows the bias of the
estimates, e.g., a high RE means that there is a strong
tendency to underestimation.
Mean MRE (Estimation Error) is measured as:
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1 X jActi  Esti j
;
n i
Acti
where Acti is the actual effort on project i, Esti is the
estimated effort for project i, and n is the total number of
projects.
Mean RE (Bias) is measured as:

.

1 X ðActi  Esti Þ
:
n i
Acti
In situations with both effort overruns and underruns,
the mean RE (bias) will have a lower absolute value than the
mean MRE (estimation accuracy). The reason for this is that,
when calculating the bias, similar degrees of overruns and
underruns cancel each other. Assume, for example, two
projects with actual efforts of 100 work-hours. The first
project was estimated to 75 work-hours and the other to
125 work-hours. The mean estimation accuracy (mean
MRE) of these two projects is 25 percent, while the mean
bias (mean RE) is 0 percent.

4

.

RESULTS

4.1 Interviews
Table 4 describes the most important reasons (or, in some
cases, reasoning models) for estimation error as perceived
by each interviewed subject according to our categorization
of, and notation for, reasons (direct reason ! , indirect
reason !! , or contributory reason #! ). We have
translated and condensed the most important reasons
provided by each subject without, as far as we are aware,
changing the intended opinion of the respondents. To
evaluate interrater reliability the two authors and an
experienced software professional independently analyzed
the transcripts of the interviews. A comparison of the
reasons identified by the analysts revealed no serious
conflicts in the interpretation of the reasons provided by
the interviewed subjects. There was, however, some
differences in what the analysts believed were perceived
as the most important reasons by the interviewed subjects
and the amount of reasons identified. We decided to
include a reason if it was identified by at least one of the
analysts.
There are several interesting observations that can be
derived from the interviews summarized in Table 4:
.

Although there are common patterns in the responses, e.g., the need for better learning opportunities, the role of the respondent seems to have a
strong bearing on the type of reasons provided. For
example, there seems to be a pattern that general
managers (M-Tech, M-HCI, M-Graph) more frequently provide more general reasons for estimation
error than the project managers (PM-Sen, PM-Tech,
PM-HCI, PM-Graph). In addition, there seems to be
a tendency not to criticize work connected to one’s
own role, e.g., few of the project managers pointed at
poor project planning or management as important
reasons for estimation error. In other words, the
factors cited for estimation error have a tendency to

.

.

999

be outside the control of the respondent. This pattern
of not criticizing factors controlled by oneself is
consistent with the results of several of the studies
reported in Section 2.
Only one of the respondents provided reasons that
were described as contributory reasons (#! ), i.e.,
important enablers of estimation error outside the
main chain of reasons leading to estimation error.
We obviously need more observations to evaluate
whether this is typical or not, but there may be a
need for explicit focus on contributory reasons when
these are important.
Frequently, the steps in the chain from an indirect
reason (!! ) to the estimation error were not well
explained. For example, PM-Sen claimed that “insufficient standardization of planning and development processes” is a reason for estimation error.
More standardization is, however, no “silver bullet”
when improving estimation accuracy. Its impact on
estimation accuracy depends, among other things,
on properties of the standards applied, and the
organization’s ability to establish processes that
enable learning from experience with standardized
processes. To really understand the provided reasons for estimation error, we may have to push the
respondents for more comprehensive structures of
reasons, where all important steps and all nonobvious contributory reasons are included.
All of the reasons were described deterministically,
none probabilistically. This suggests that the models
cited by the respondents to explain estimation
overruns are deterministic and not probabilistic.
Hammond [13] suggests that the ability to understand relationships in terms of probabilities instead
of purely deterministic connections is important for
correct learning in situations with high uncertainty,
such as effort estimation of software projects. For
example, instead of the deterministically described
reason for estimation errors: “Clients unable to deliver
a good requirement specification, leads to unplanned
rework.” (PM-Tech1), a probabilistic description of
the same reality may be: “When clients are not able
to deliver a good requirement specification, this
leads to a higher probability of unplanned rework.”
The latter description emphasize that the lack of a
good requirement specification does not always lead
to inaccurate estimates, i.e., that there is a probabilistic relationship between quality of requirement
specification and estimation error. The ability to
think about and describe reasons in probabilistic
terms can, according to Brehmer [14], hardly be
derived from experience alone, but must be taught.
We have included a more comprehensive discussion
about the importance of probability-based reasoning
models when learning from software estimation
experience in [15].
It was frequently unclear whether the respondents
described reasons for the largest overruns or the
typical overruns, i.e., the scope of the reasons were
not described.
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TABLE 4
Interview-Based Reasons for Estimation Error

4. Important comment from PM-Graph: “We seldom have large overruns on graphic design activities. A graphical design can be completed in five
hours or five months, dependent on how much money the client is willing to spend to ensure a good design, for example, on iterations and user
tests.”

Interviews may enable the description of complex
models of reasons. However, our interviews suggest that
models of more than 2-3 steps, with contributory reasons,
with probabilistic relationships, and of well-defined scope,
are not provided by software professionals when simply
asked for “reasons for estimation error,” i.e., there may be a
need for more structure in the process of elicitation of
comprehensive models of estimation error. In addition,
there may be a need for elicitation structures that support
the identification of estimation error reasons that are
avoided because they may be interpreted as excuses, e.g.,
“bad luck,” and reasons that are difficult to measure, e.g.,
the impact from the “the winners curse” (the organization
only gets the contract when the bids are based on overoptimistic effort estimates).

4.2 Project Experience Reports
Based on repeated readings of the 68 experience reports, one
of the authors developed a classification of reasons for
estimation errors. This classification process was based on
joining reasons perceived to be closest to each others until a
“reasonable number” (15 in our case) of categories had been
identified. We decided not to use any a priori defined
classification schema. Applying a classification tailored to
the actual formulation in the experience report made our
categorization simpler, e.g., less need for translation between
the formulation and the category. Not using an a priori
classification is not an important limitation of this study since
the main purpose is not to compare the reasons of estimation
error of this study with other studies, but to analyze how
roles, information collection approaches, and analysis
methods impact how estimation errors are explained.
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TABLE 5
Experience Report-Based Reasons for Inaccurate Estimates

Three independent raters, the two authors and an
experienced software professional, were applied for the
purpose of classifying the estimation error reasons described in the experience reports. The results from the three
raters suggested that the classification schema was appropriate, i.e., there was no strong need for additional classes of
reasons or reformulation of existing categories. An analysis
of differences between the raters showed, however, the
usefulness of having three independent raters. In 60 percent
of the experience reports, at least one rater identified an
additional reason not found by the other two raters. We
investigated carefully the reasons not identified by all raters
and found in most cases that these reasons could be
defended from the text in the experience reports. In several
cases, the same explanation in the experience reports could
be interpreted differently, e.g., the same formulation could
be interpreted as “functionality creep” or as “overlooked

task.” In such cases, we decided to include both types of
reasons.
Table 5 (types of reasons for inaccurate estimates) and
Table 6 (types of reasons for accurate estimates) summarize
the reasons provided in the experience reports. The
estimators themselves decided whether they considered
the estimate to be accurate or inaccurate, i.e., whether they
should report reasons for accurate or inaccurate estimates.
For each set of projects belonging to a particular category of
reason, we calculated the mean MRE (estimation accuracy),
the mean RE (bias), and the proportion of “over median
large projects.” The median effort of the studied projects
was 45 work-hours, and all projects with estimated effort
more than 45 work-hours were hence classified as “over
median large.” Most projects mentioned more than one
reason for estimation inaccuracy or accuracy and several
experience reports described reasons for both accuracy and
inaccuracy. There were typically good reasons for including
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TABLE 6
Experience Report-Based Reasons for Accurate Estimates

both types of reason. For example, Project 7 reported
reasons for both inaccuracy, i.e., “unexpected change
requests,” and accuracy, i.e., “large contingency buffer.”
The total estimation overrun of Project 7 was 11 percent.
The project manager’s explanation for including both
reasons was that the unexpected change requests did lead
to more work than planned, i.e., to inaccuracy, but the large
contingency buffer saved the project’s estimate and led to
an overall acceptable level of accuracy.
The mean MRE of all tasks was 28 percent and the mean
RE was 8 percent, i.e., the average estimation error was
28 percent and the average bias was 8 percent (underestimation). As opposed to earlier studies, see, for example,
[16], we found that larger projects did not have larger
estimation error or stronger tendency towards underestimation. An analysis of the mean MRE and RE of
subclasses of the projects, i.e., the subclasses of projects with
common estimation errors, did not change this relationship
between project size and estimation error.
Interesting observations that can be derived from
Tables 5 and 6 include:
.

Most reasons were direct reasons. There were
relatively few projects that described indirect

.

reasons and none that described contributory
reasons. The actual reasons provided in the
estimation experience reports were only to some
extent overlapping the reasons provided in the
interviews. In general, it seems as if interviewbased reasons focus more on process and learning
issues, while estimation experience reports-based
reasons focus more on specific events and specific
project or estimator characteristics.
Similar to in the interviews, the respondents had a
tendency to report reasons outside their own control
as reasons for estimation error. For example, “unexpected events and overlooked tasks” typically
referred to events and tasks outside the control of the
project. Interestingly, the respondents reported
reasons within their own control or their own skill
and experience, e.g., “inclusion of a large buffer” as
factors contributing to accurate estimates. In other
words, the perceived reasons for accurate estimates
were not the opposite of the reasons for inaccurate
estimates. This means that it may be important to
collect both types of reasons, not only reasons for
inaccurate estimates, to understand and improve
software estimation accuracy.
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Fig. 1. Relation between effort (work-hours) and estimation error.

.

.

.

The estimators regarded overestimated projects as
having accurate estimates, except when the overestimation was very high. For example, the estimator
of Project 42 perceived that he had delivered an
accurate estimate, although he overestimated the
project by 26 percent. His explanation was that the
good estimation performance was a result of: “...very
strict project management, tight control of time reporting,
and competent developers.” To some extent, the project
manager may be correct in his interpretation of
accuracy. He could easily relax the control of the
project, spend more effort and, consequently, improve the estimation accuracy. From his point of
view, it would have been unfair to perceive his
estimate as inaccurate. A comparison of projects that
provided more reasons for accurate estimates than
for inaccurate estimates suggest that there was a cutoff point at about 40 percent overestimation. All
projects with less than 40 percent overestimated
effort provided more reasons for estimation accuracy
than estimation inaccuracy. Only one project with
more than 40 percent overestimation provided more
reasons for estimation accuracy than for estimation
inaccuracy. This means that when we ask project
managers to provide reasons for estimation error we
mainly get reasons for underestimation and very
high overestimations, not medium-large overestimations. It may be important to be aware of this when it
is important to understand reasons for medium-high
overestimation, e.g., for companies in bidding
situations losing contracts if the bids are unnecessarily high.
There were no clear patterns relating reasons for
estimation error to the size of the project. A possible
conclusion is that the size of project does not affect
the reasons for estimation error very much within
the limited variation of project sizes studied in this
company. Fig. 1 illustrates the lack of correlation
between project effort and estimation accuracy
(MRE).
There were reasons we would expect to be reported
but that few or nobody provided. One such reason is
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the “political estimation games” described, for
example, in [17], [18]. For example, a client expects
to pay a certain price for the software and the
estimator is under strong pressure to reduce the
initial “too high” estimate to ensure that the project
can be started. We found few descriptions of such
“political games” as reasons for estimation error.
However, from informal meetings and lunch-discussions with some of the software developers we
know that unrealistic client expectations of low cost
may well have been an important factor affecting
estimation overrun in many of the projects. This
means that some reasons may not be mentioned
because they are sensitive, or perhaps because the
estimators feel uncomfortable about, for example,
admitting that they sometimes succumb to pressure
from clients.
Review of project-specific reasons for estimation errors,
such as in the estimation experience reports studied in this
study, seems to stimulate to description of direct reasons. It
may, therefore, be necessary to actively stimulate the
provision of indirect and contributory reasons to get a
broader picture and stimulate so-called double-loop learning [19], i.e., learning that includes better understanding of
the core factors that affect estimation error. In addition, to
understand how “political games” affect estimation overruns, we may need structures that provide incentives for the
stating of sensitive reasons.

4.3 Statistical Analysis
Earlier [20], we applied a subset of the dataset applied in this
paper, i.e., the 49 earliest out of the current set of 68 projects,
to develop a regression model for the prediction of
estimation error.5 The regression models of MRE (absolute
estimation error) and RE (bias) were developed by applying
stepwise regression with backward elimination and an
alpha-value of 0.1 to remove variables. As described earlier,
MRE is a measure of the magnitude of the estimation error
and RE is a measure of the bias of the estimation error. A
mean MRE of 10 percent means that the average relative
estimation error is 10 percent. A mean RE of 10 percent, on
the other hand, means that, on average, there is a 10 percent
underestimation of effort.
The variables, i.e., all the project characteristics described
in Section 3.3, were coded as binary variables. A full
description of the coding and its rationales are provided in
[20]. The resulting regression models were the following:
MRE = 0,14 + 0,13 Company Role
+ 0,13 Participation
+ 0,13 Client Priority,
(p=0.03) (p=0.08) (p=0.07) (p=0.09)
RE = 0,12 - 0,29 Company Role
+ 0,27 Previous Accuracy
(p=0.05) (p=0.004) (p=0.01)
5. The previous paper focused on the possibilities of applying regression
analysis as a means to predict the estimation error, i.e., it has a purpose
different from the focus of processes for understanding factors with impact
on the reasons for estimation error present in this paper. In addition, the
previous paper focuses on the application of quantitative data, i.e., not on
interviews and experience reports.
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The variables included in the proposed models were
defined as follows:

.

MRE = 0,14 + 0,13 Company Role
+ 0,14 Participation
+ 0,14 Client Priority,
(p=0.01) (p=0.07) (p=0.04) (p=0.05)
RE = 0,10 - 0,22 Company Role
+ 0,23 Previous Accuracy
(p=0.08) (p=0.02) (p=0.03)

.

The adjusted R2 -value was the same as before (11 percent)
for the MRE-model, while it decreased for the RE-model
(from 21 percent to 11 percent). As can be seen, the same
variables were significant in the updated, as well as in the
original models, with almost the same regression coefficients and similar p-values. This suggests that the regression-based relationships, in particular the MRE-model, are
robust toward extensions of the dataset. Regression models
are based on the assumption that the residuals are normally
distributed, independent, with a constant variance, and
mean value that equals zero. A validation of the regression
models should therefore include an examination of the
residuals. A visual examination of the residual plots gave
that these assumptions were to a large extent met. The
residuals, for MRE and RE, were close to, although not
completely normally distributed. In particular, the residual
for the MRE-values showed a bias toward negative
residuals. This suggests that the MRE-model is, to some
extent, misspecified. We tried several transformations of the
model variables, but were unable to find better models. It is
important to be aware of these limitations and possibility of
misspecification of the models and interpret the results
from the regression analysis carefully.
Table 7 shows the relations between estimation error and
other project variables through a description of mean MRE
and RE for all variable categories.
Examining the regression model and Table 7, we find
that the statistical analysis supports and extends the
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understanding of the reasons found by interviews and
estimation experience reports. For example:

Company Role: The project was estimated by a
software developer = 1. The project was estimated
by a project manager = 0.
. Participation: The estimator estimated the work of
others = 1. The estimator participated in the
estimated project = 0.
. Client Priority: The client prioritized time-to-delivery = 1. The client had other project priorities than
time-to-delivery, i.e., cost or quality = 0.
. Previous Accuracy: The estimator believed that he/
she had estimated similar tasks with an average
error of 20 percent or more = 1; less than 20 percent
error = 0.
The adjusted R2 -values were low, i.e., 11 percent for the
MRE-model and 21 percent for the RE-model. This indicates
that the models only explained small proportions of the
variances of mean estimation errors.
A reanalysis of the project data, including the new
projects, i.e., with 68 projects instead of 49, led to the
following regression models:

.
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The statistical analyses, i.e., the regression models
and the differences in mean MRE and RE, point to
potential differences between project managers and
software developers. Although the project managers
had the most accurate estimates (MRE), they were
also more biased toward underestimation (positive
RE values). The MRE results support the importance
of skilled project managers as reported in the
interviews. The RE results, however, point to a need
for further data collection and analysis to examine
the reasons for the stronger overoptimism of the
project managers.
The statistical analyses point to higher uncertainty
(and higher degree of overoptimism) when there is
no participation in the project by the estimator, and
the interviews suggest that HCI and graphic design
work are not properly understood by many project
estimators. Both descriptions support the hypothesis
that stronger involvement in the project work leads
to more accurate estimates.
The statistical analyses point to the higher uncertainty of projects with a focus on time-to-delivery,
and the interviews and the experience reports focus
on the lack of good requirement specifications or
frequency of unplanned changes. Combining these
two information sources, we may state the hypothesis that the explanation for lower estimation
accuracy in situations with priority on time-todelivery is that too short a time is taken for the
development of proper requirement specifications.
This, in turn, may lead to unplanned changes and
effort overruns. An alternative hypothesis, also
consistent with the other information sources, is that
projects with focus on time-to-delivery lead to a
different project management focus, i.e., budget
control has less focus compared with projects with
focus on cost or quality. Here, we see that a diversity
of information sources may support the building of
more comprehensive reasoning models and alternative hypotheses than single information sources.

4.4 Comparison
To further demonstrate the impact of the data collection and
analysis approach, Table 8 displays the three most
frequently reported reasons for estimation error from the
interviews, the three most frequently reported reasons from
the experience report, and the three most important reasons
derived from the statistical analysis. For comparison
reasons, we only include the reasons for inaccurate
estimates, not reasons for accurate estimates or analysis of
bias.
Table 8 demonstrates that how we ask and how we
analyse has an impact on the estimation error reasons
considered as most important. As can be seen, the reasons
are not inconsistent, they may to some extent be different
formulations of the same underlying reason, and they are
descriptions with different levels of granularity.
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TABLE 7
Project Characteristics in Relation to Mean Estimation Error and Bias

TABLE 8
The Three Most Important Reasons Dependent on Data Collection and Analysis Method
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CONCLUSION

In the introduction, we stated the research questions:
.

Are there differences in the reported types of reasons
for estimation error which are dependent on the
organizational role of the respondent, e.g., whether
the respondent is a project manager or general
manager?
. Are there differences in the reported types of reasons
for estimation error which are dependent on the
information collection method, e.g., whether interviews or project experience reports are applied?
. Are there differences in the reported types of reasons
for estimation error which are dependent on the
analysis method, i.e., whether applying a qualitative
analysis of project experience reports or a quantitative (statistical regression) analysis of the same
project data?
Our study suggests that the answers to all of these
questions are yes. We have identified clear patterns with
respect to types of reason for estimation errors, which are
dependent on respondents’ role, data collection approach,
and approach to data analyses. This is the main contribution from this paper. We did not identify clearly contradictory reasons for estimation errors when applying
different information sources, data collection, and analysis
approaches on the estimation error data collected within
one company. Instead, we found that the different information sources, data collection approaches, and techniques
supported and supplemented each other.
Potentially useful implications from our analysis include
the following:
.

.

Identification of indirect reasons (enabling doubleloop learning) was much more frequent in general
interviews (about 85 percent of the reasons) than in
project-specific estimation experience reports (about
45 percent of the reasons), i.e., to get comprehensive
reasoning models, a company may need interviews
with senior personnel with a general focus on
reasons for estimation error and not only projectspecific estimation experience reports and questionnaires.
The identified reasons for estimation inaccuracy were
described as factors not controlled by the respondent, while reasons for estimation accuracy were
described as factors within the control of the
respondents or related to the respondents’ skill or
experience. For example, reasons for estimation
error provided by the project manager/estimator
led to an emphasis on client-related issues, while the
interview with the managers of the project managers
focused on the need to improve the project managers’ skills and processes. This does not mean that
the underlying factors, as perceived by the respondents, are very different. Factors described as
outside control may in several cases be reformulated
as factors inside control, e.g., the same underlying
factor may be described as “change requests” (outside project manager control), “poor change request
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control” (inside control of project managers), or
“lack of standards for project management” (inside
control of general managers). Our analysis consequently demonstrates the difference in formulation
and perspective, not so much that information from
different roles leads to identification of different
underlying estimation error reasons.
. The use of statistical analyses improved the interpretation and validity of subjective project experience reports and experience-based reasons stated in
interviews. This was somewhat unexpected, in light
of the low explanatory power and the associative
nature of the regression models (regression models
are based on covariation and not necessarily on
cause-effect relationships).
We recommend that future work on validating our
findings should continue to study the impact of whom you
ask, how you collect information, and how you analyze the
data in different organizations and different project contexts. As part of the validation work, we suggest that
controlled experiments should be used. Through controlled
experiments, we may be able to better isolate the phenomenon under study. We provide an example of how such
controlled experiments on impact of information collection
format can be conducted in [21].
We intend to conduct experiments and further observations with the aim of establishing guidelines and frameworks to assist in the development of better and more
comprehensive models of factors affecting estimation error.
This, in turn, should lead to improved estimation processes
and better estimation accuracy. One promising framework,
developed for the analysis of errors made in the practice of
medical science is described in [22]. That approach is based
on predefined levels of reasons, where level 1 reasons
describe factors that directly influence the behavior of the
individual practitioners, level 2 reasons affect the teambased performance, level 3 reasons relate to the management or organizational level, and level 4 reasons are on a
governmental or national level. Other candidate frameworks are Post Mortem Analyses, Ishikawa (fishbone)diagrams, and Root Cause Analysis.
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